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In Week 1350 we asked you to
write a poem featuring one of
dozens of terms added in the past
year to Merriam-Webster’s online
dictionary.

4th place
They called up Ukraine’s president;
A skeezy deal was floated.
The transcript tells us how it went,
’Cause Trump was quid pro quoted.
(Duncan Stevens, Vienna, Va.)

3rd place
Rhotic (pronouncing the R in a word,
rather than with a British or Boston
accent):

My man from the States is
hypnotic,
(Hope that, this time, it won’t end
in farce.)
Love his humour, and consonants
rhotic:
There is nothing as firm as his R’s.
(Michelle Christoforou, Guildford,
England)

2nd place and the
dashboard bobbler of
the Orioles mascot in
a hula skirt:
(Financial) haircut
Economists fear a recession looms
soon.
We’ll all take a haircut should
stock prices swoon.
So much for Trump’s claim he’s a
great fiscal whiz.
Let’s just hope our haircut does not
look like his. (Bob Kruger, Rockville)

And the winner of
the Lose Cannon:
This escape room’s the worst,
everybody agrees;
We feel trapped, with a lingering
sense of unease
That we’ll never get out of here,
try as we may —
We get sullen or spiteful,
our nerves start to fray
Till at last we’re released,
overjoyed to survive . . .
And we come every weekday,
8:30 to 5.
(Brendan Beary, Great Mills, Md.)

Underdoggerel:
Honorable mentions
“A profit? Well, you didn’t net one,”
Frowned my broker. “A haircut,
you’ll get one.”
All I managed to say
Was “A haircut’s okay —
Just not a Marie Antoinette one.”
(Frank Osen, Pasadena, Calif.)

Cross-sell (as in “you might also
like” . . .)
Once upon a midnight creepy,
while I purchased, feeling sleepy,
Somewhere online a quaint and
curious item I’d been looking for,
As my checkout started ending,
suddenly they’re recommending,
For a bit of extra spending,
other items from their store.
“No, no thanks,” I clicked to say,
“cross-selling I shall just ignore —
I’m buying this and nothing more.”
(Jesse Frankovich, Lansing, Mich.)
Free solo (mountain climbing
without safety equipment)
I was certain some free solo action
Would deliver me peak
satisfaction.
But I found only dopes
Don’t use harness or ropes,
Which is why I now lie here
in traction. (Stephen Gold, London)
On a free solo climb, you must
not be a dunce —
If you make a mistake, it will just
be that once. (Jesse Frankovich)
Swole (super-muscular)
So, massive muscles are your
goal?
Use steroids and you’ll end up
swole
Like me and all my weight room
besties.
(Too bad about our shrunken
testes.)
(Tom Witte, Montgomery Village, Md.)

On New Year’s Day I set a goal:
“I’ll join a gym and get real swole!”
But see me now, and there’s no
doubt:
My plan (and I) ain’t working out.
(Brendan Beary)
Stan (superfan)

Gushed a guy at the gate,
who seemed loopy,
I’m their greatest of stans — like,
a groupie —
Though I love all the crew
And the cast of “The View,”
For today, I’ve come here
to make Whoopi.” (Frank Osen)
Fatberg (huge blob of fat that
clogs sewers)
Sewery gooery,
What is that slimy mon-

ACROSS
1 Dojo maneuver
5 Guitarist Joe of
The Eagles
10 Wilts
14 Start of an
incantation
18 The last Mrs.
Chaplin
19 Slow down
20 Shiraz’s land
21 Trickle
22 Awesome
product
component?
24 Awesome
mattress
covering?
26 Step on it
27 Stuck a fork in
29 Glenn Miller
Orchestra
singer Ray
30 Immortal name
in dance
32 Ultimatum word
33 Staringinto-space
experiences
34 DEA agent
36 Court game
word
39 Routine
40 Stubborn critter
43 Awesome
plumbing
connector?
48 Tiny toiler
49 Fall collection?
51 More
consequence?
52 Poetic adverb
54 “__ & Basie”:
1963 jazz
collaboration
55 “True
Detective” actor
McNairy
56 Bump from the
schedule
60 Peacock’s pride
64 QVC sister
channel
65 Shot in the arm
66 Wall St. trader
68 Awesome
hobby?
70 Awesome
hunting dog?
72 Bit of legal
advice
73 Lose control
74 Chicken dinner
choice
75 Support
76 Gallivant
78 Sound
80 Wine choice
81 Originally called
82 Tool in a kit
84 Shadowed
86 Low-tech notetaking aid

88 Awesome
123 Mocking
entitlement?
sarcasm
91 Snake’s sound 124 Arab leader
92 Zodiac animal
93 Vacation spot
DOWN
94 “Truly, the souls
1 Movie mogul
of men are full
Harry and
of __”: Shak.
sportscaster
96 “We the Living”
Linda
novelist
2 Lift
100 Big drink of
3 Checked out at
water
the library
104 Retail outlets
4 Ease, as
108 Low wind
symptoms
109 Like some
5 Ring org.
receptions
6 Scythe blade
112 In a showily
shapes
pretentious
7 Starbucks
manner
serving
113 Awesome suit
8 Bar word
fabric?
meaning “cup”
115 Awesome
in Danish
predicament?
9 Sage and
117 Tennis great
thyme
Nastase
10 Pro or con
118 Villain named
11 2000s Yankee
Julius
nickname
119 Points at the
12 Sign of
dinner table
something
120 Pepsi rival
missing
121 Picnic staple
13 Unkind look
122 Cereal grain
14 Whitish
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15 Tailgate party
recyclable
16 Campaign
poster word
17 Most pertinent
22 Org. in Clancy
novels
23 Wheel inventor
25 Govt. agency
that aids
entrepreneurs
28 “Get lost!”
31 Hosp. readout
33 Bolivian export
35 Units of
resistance
37 ’80s-’90s
Compaq laptop
model
38 Prepare sans
oil, as a movie
treat
40 Israeli leaders?
41 Betray
42 Soldier, at
times
44 Electronics
whiz
45 “Mending Wall”
poet
46 Wrinkle
remover

47
48
50
53
57
58
59
61

Continues
Supplier of bills
Seductress
Far from
fragrant
It may be
skipped
Security rounds
Locks
Bellow title
hero March
One looking
for a switch,
maybe
Those, in
Tijuana
Coastal
California
scenic
attraction
Basenji and
Borzoi
Flips
Katherine of
“Suits”
Edible seaweed
1970 Kinks hit
What’s more
Like Miss
Congeniality
Writer Bagnold
Trouble

84 Prominent,
after “on”
85 “... but it’ll cost
you”
86 __ tax
87 “The Bourne
Identity” malady
89 Assist
90 Test for M.A.
seekers
92 Yeshiva leaders
95 One involved
in a speculative
“bubble”
97 Fix, as a hem
98 AIDS-fighting
drug
99 Salon overhaul
101 Bridge
positions
102 Novelist Shaw
103 Actress Davis
105 Kipling’s
“__-Tikki-Tavi”
106 Less well
107 Word of support
109 Small change
110 Bothers
111 Critter on XING
signs
114 Notable time
116 Word of reproof

“FLIP THE
91 Fake modeling 126 Has no wrong
25 “Find out”
61 From then on
92 Falls for
SWITCH” By KEVIN
material?
answers, say
28 __ mentality
62 Patch
someone who’s
62
SALAT
97 Round number? 127 Academy
30 NBA’s Nikola
63 Rollin’ stone,
married?
ACROSS
98 Obama
bestowals
Jokic, e.g.
in a Motown 63
93 Red __: fictional
1 Expert’s nugget
Education
31 “Lost in Yonkers”
classic
sub
65
7 Seaside eatery
secretary
DOWN
playwright
65 What
94 __ party
14 Relative
Duncan
1 Downing St.
32 Guidebook for
collaborators
95 American Heart
67
challenge for
99 Specialized
VIPs
throwing a shot?
should be in
Mo., aptly
some
market segment
2 Union __
34 37-Across conf.
66 46-Across HQ69
96 Armed conflict
70
19 Stand-up sort
100 Big name in
3 “Blueprint for a
36 “Hamilton”
city
97 What “/” may
20 Filmmaker for
grills
Sunrise” artist
creator
67 Small burger 71
mean
whom a Golden 102 Utah’s __
4 Chiding sounds
__-Manuel
71 Edie of “The 74
101
Ardent
77
Globe award is
Canyon
5 Frigid time
Miranda
Sopranos” 78
enthusiast
named
103 Do brunch, say
6 ID card feature
39 “Aha!”
72 Fish-eating bird
102 Frames around
79
83
21 Part of TNT
104 Maze navigator
7 New Orleans
41 “I’m such a
75 Academy Award
smartphone
22 Lectured about 106 Cara of “Fame”
summer hrs.
klutz!”
winner Dame
displays
108
Yet,
poetry
8 Bethlehem
43 Char
Judi __
105 Top-tier
Not yourlinks?
standard word search
puzzle:
(1)in
You
can snake
24 the
Gotgrid
outinof
thedirection;
109 (2)
“That
was
ages
university
44 Energetically
80 Limnologist’s
107 Mandarin hello
around
every
you can
make
up the
words, like
pen“kidburger” and “pharmy.”
__”Just tell us where
9 “Absolutely!”
excited
subject
110 Lotion ingredient
your
word
starts.
26
1974
Peace
110 Law firm fig.
10 Prop for an
46 Cooking oil
82 Wither away
112 Hendryx of
Nobelist from
111 Brief affair
emcee
option
84 Funhouse
the “Lady
Japan
113 XL, for one
11 Olive pursuer of 48 Poor spirits?
reaction
Marmalade” trio
27 Gram opening
115 Work
comics
50 Sec
86 Commit a hoops
Labelle
28 Word on a towel
intermittently (in) 12 Sprouts source
51 Good to have
no-no
114 Util. supply
29 Icky stuff
117 Let go of a
13 Call the game
around
88 Good times
116 Include covertly,
30
__-cone
factory
workers
14
First
to
hear
the
54
All
together
to
build
sand
briefly
Starting at J17: PHARMY: A brigade of drug
33 Portable
unit? doctors’
news
56 Prepared, as
castles
117 Online gaming
company
reps on a mission to infiltrate
preparedness
kit 122 Intel-gathering
offices and
ethics.
15 Little bites
beer
89 Least adorned
annoyance
35 Rang
mission
16 P.O. delivery
57 Waterloo
90 Many a “Freaks 118 St. Pete’s place
E13:
KIDBURGER:
Ground goat on a bun.
37
2019
NCAA
123 Premier League 17 Peppery salad
resident
and Geeks”
119 Beer choice
hoops
champ
powerhouse
green
58
Ruler
until
1917
character
120
“Code Switch”
Here’s the fifth of our neologism contests based on a
38 Start of a few
computergenerated
word search
SuperLoser
Jesse 18 Convinced
124 grid.
Syrian
city
60 Stage hog
91 Manipulate
airer
Frankovich,
reminding
that
we
hadn’t
done
choice
words?the Empress
125 Rainbow-shaped 23 Twerp
staying sober?
digitally
121 Dawn goddess
this40
contest
in more
than
a year, also noted that last year’s
World
Golf
Hall
grid was notably short on vowels for our purposes. So this
of Famer
Lorena
time, instead
of using
an online word generator to form
the 42
basisBig
for discount
the grid, the E found a Web page of “words
heavy inevents
vowels,” chose some more while paging through
a dictionary,
andflaws
went back to the generator for the last
45 Fabric
few. There are 24, including “aureolae” and
46 Govt. health
org. really matter; we’re not
“eleemosynary,”
but it doesn’t
47 you
“Wetohave
thatwords.
in
asking
find those
We want you to find ones
that youstock,”
invent. e.g.?
That
job is actually
49
Uniformed
“Opretty easy because you can snake
your word through the grid, in every direction, rather
singer
than theCanada”
usual straight
line. This week: “Discover” a
10/20/19
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51orProm
coif term that consists of adjacent
word
multiword
letters
—
in
any
direction
or
several
directions
—
in
52 Maple syrup
Answers to last week’s puzzle below.
the gridbase
above, and provide a humorous definition, as
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
in the examples above. Don’t trace back over the same
53 You
Oktoberfest
letters.
may also give a novel definition for an existing
vessel
term. And
you may use the word in a sentence, if that
makes
entry funnier;
54 your
Balaam’s
mountseveral people will inevitably
come
with
some of the same words, so it may well be
55up“In
memoriam”
the description that wins the ink.
HOROSCOPE
Youpiece
MUST begin each entry with the coordinates of
59
the firstAdjust
letter ofthe
your term (e.g., C12) as above; the Emp
can trace
it fromofthere. If you don’t give me those
length
BY JA C Q U E L IN E B I G A R
coordinates,
I’mcenter
going to skip your word. Please make
63 Peach
those coordinates the first characters of each entry, so
64sort
“Cabaret”
HAPPY BIRTHDAY | Oct. 20: This year, you seem to be working through an inner conflict. You can be either very
I can
what will film
surely be thousands of words.
nurturing or very confusing. Stay on top of your inner desires. If single, you meet a lot of different people. You could
director
have quite a few choices. Date all you want until you meet the right one. You will enjoy yourself. If attached, the two
Submit
up to 25 entries at wapo.st/enterinvite
66
Spanning
of you often have different needs and goals. Your different qualities intrigue each of you. Cancer gets on your
1354
(no
capitals
in
the
Web
address).
68 Foo Fighters
nerves. Distance yourself whenever you need to when dealing with this sign.
frontman
Grohl
10/20/19
Winner
gets the
Lose Cannon, our Style Invitational
69
“__
dreaming?”
trophy. And speaking of tracing circuitous routes, second
sense than you as to what they
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
place
the book
70receives
Extra-base
hit,“Where Underpants Come
want to do. What you enjoy about
You view a situation differently than
Reach out for a loved one at a
From,”likely?
in which New Zealandbased author Joe Bennett
this person is their innately
those around you. Do not feel
distance. Try not to be overly
follows the production path of his fivepack of skivvies all
Guys
emotional ways.
intimidated by what is happening,
serious and demanding. You will
over73
China
and Southeast Asia. Handdelivered to the
74 Frog
hangout
but you may question where
get more information and
Empress
by Kiwi
Loser Andy Bassett when he visited
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
another person is coming from.
understanding soon enough. A
Washington
past summer.
76 Like this
many
You might not want to share your
Use self-discipline.
tendency to go overboard comes
awards
project with others, especially if it
Other
runners-up
win
our
“You
Gotta
Play
to
Lose”
up.
77 Similarly named
Loser Mug or our “Whole Fools” Grossery Bag. Honorable
has to do with ghosts or witches.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
rival
video
mentions
get of
onea of
our lustedafter Loser magnets, “Too
You might enjoy a very rewarding
You speak your mind and reach out
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
gameorplumber
Weak Notice”
“Certificate of (de) Merit.” First
day pulling costumes and
for another person. Read between
You could be too tired for your own
Offenders
receive
only a smelly treeshaped air
decorations together.
78 PDX
: Portland
the lines when observing another
good. If you find you are dragging
“freshener”
(FirStink
for
their
first
ink).
Deadline
is
person’s
behavior.
Reach
out
for
and
tired,
cancel
some
of
your
:: __ : Chicago
Monday, Oct. 28; results published Nov. 17 in print,
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
someone else who occasionally
plans. Take this day of rest just for
7914 Heavenly
Nov.
online. See body?
general contest rules and guidelines at
Your emotional candor comes
can be dark or cold.
you. Some much-needed downtime
81 SentenceThe headline “Merriam Jesters” is by
wapo.st/InvRules.
through to a loved one or friend.
can only add energy.
Jesse Frankovich;
structure?Jesse also wrote the honorable
You relax after a candid
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
mentions
subhead. Join the lively Style Invitational
82 Wetland
conversation. Act more childlike;
Indulge another person you care
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Devotees group on Facebook at on.fb.me/invdev. “Like”
get into the moment. You might
about.
You
might
want
to
treat
this
Defer
to
a
loved
one
or
dear
friend
83
Tips
politely
the Style Invitational Ink of the Day on Facebook at
lose your sense of time.
person to a favorite spot for
who seems to have a stronger
85 Complainer
bit.ly/inkofday;
followwho
@StyleInvite on Twitter.
brunch. A partner could be
won’t quit
somewhat off and grim. Do not
 THE STYLE CONVERSATIONAL The Empress’s
87 Dressed
weekly
online column discusses each new contest and
forget to get in touch with an older
89ofFundraiser
set
results. Especially if you plan to enter, check it
friend or loved one.
out at wapo.st/conv1354. 10/13/19
©2019 Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
xwordeditor@aol.com

Week 1354: As the Word Turns 5:
Taking our vowels

Strosity clogging the
Pipes like a cork?
Fatbergs are famous for
Impassability;
Therefore, fugehdabout
Flushing New York.
(Beverley Sharp, Montgomery, Ala.)

Screen time
I saw the meltdown on its way,
But held the line: “No more today!
You’ve stared at pixels quite
enough!”
All done!” He stomped out in a huff.
My job (I’m trained as toddlersitter)
Is keeping Donald Trump
off Twitter. (Duncan Stevens)
Sesh (session)
“I need therapy, doctor, and how!”
(“Book a sesh,” she said,
wrinkling her brow.
“Doc, I know it seems risible,
But I’m feeling invisible!”
She replied, “I just can’t see
you now.” (Frank Osen)

I know our stock portfolios are
prone to rise and drop.
And sometimes market jitters
take “a little off the top.”
But lately talk of tariff wars has
added to our fears.
Our stocks may get a haircut —
and it’s Trump who holds the
shears. (Jonathan Jensen, Baltimore)
Coulrophobia (aversion to
clowns)
If you suffer from coulrophobia,
You must treat this as a tenet:
For your mental health,
I beg you please,
Eschew the House and Senate.
(Ward Kay, Vienna, Va.)

More honorable mentions in the
online Invite at wapo.st/
invite1354.
Still running — deadline Monday
night, Oct. 21: our contest to
change a word in a movie title to
its opposite. See wapo.st/
invite1353.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
You are full of energy when you
hang out with another person. A
partner could be cold and distant.
Try to stay on topic when dealing
with an issue. You express a more
serious perspective than others.

ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE

Answers to last week’s puzzle.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Stay on top of a project even if it is
personal and you don’t want to
discuss it. Others might be much
more aware of what you are into.
Respond to questions as openly as
you can.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Your creativity emerges when you
zero in on a key issue. Your friends
surround you. A child or loved one
lets you see how much they care.
You can only be flattered.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Tension builds around a boss or
higher-up. This person demands
care and attention. Additionally,
you might be getting a lot of
attention from an older relative or
friend. Get together for a fun day.
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